
Monsters Among Us: Franken Sci High

Are you ready to step into a world where science and monsters collide? Welcome
to Franken Sci High, a place where the extraordinary becomes the norm and
where the line between reality and fantasy fades away. This long-tail clickbait title
will take you on an exhilarating journey through this mysterious institution like no
other.
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The Origins of Franken Sci High

Franken Sci High might seem like a place born out of the creative mind of
Hollywood, but its roots run much deeper. Founded in 1875 by Dr. Victor
Frankenstein, yes, that infamous doctor from Mary Shelley's classic novel,
"Frankenstein," the school was established to educate, cultivate, and embrace
the untapped potential of the supernatural.
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The Mysterious Campus

Located on a secluded island shrouded in secrecy, the campus of Franken Sci
High stands as a testament to the peculiar nature of the institution. As you enter
the campus gates, you are greeted by eerie Gothic architecture that seems to
whisper tales of mystery and intrigue. With its hidden laboratories, underground
tunnels, and towering observation towers, the campus is a fitting backdrop for its
exceptional students.
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Extraordinary Curriculum

At Franken Sci High, students are not limited to traditional subjects like math and
history. Here, they delve into classes like "Monstrous Mutation 101," "Paranormal
Physics," and "Advanced Spellcasting." The curriculum is designed to nurture the
supernatural abilities of the students and explore the boundaries of scientific
understanding.

Imagine attending a class where you can create your own Frankenstein's
monster or learn how to control elemental forces. It's no wonder that students at
Franken Sci High embrace their uniqueness and always strive for greatness.

The Enigmatic Faculty

Behind the mysterious corridors of Franken Sci High, you'll find a faculty like no
other. Led by Dr. Victor Frankenstein himself, the staff is composed of renowned
scientists, alchemists, and even mythical creatures from various realms. From the
enigmatic Dr. Jekyll, the brilliant Dr. Moreau to the masterful sorceress Morgana,
the faculty ensures that students receive the best education while keeping the
supernatural world a well-guarded secret.

Monstrous Student Body

The student body at Franken Sci High is a mesmerizing tapestry of creatures and
beings from all corners of the monster world. Vampires, werewolves, witches, and
even sentient beings from other dimensions come together to form a diverse
community dedicated to unlocking their true potential. In this accepting
environment, it's not unusual to see a zombie exchange student discussing magic
spells with a minotaur during lunchtime.

Despite their inherent differences, the students of Franken Sci High learn to work
together, recognizing that their unique abilities can strengthen and complement



one another. It's through collaboration and respect that they truly become
monsters among us.

A Tumultuous World of Secrets

Beyond the confines of the campus, the students of Franken Sci High face the
challenges of an ever-changing world. As whispers of their existence spread, they
find themselves caught in a web of secrecy, formed by supernatural beings who
wish to remain hidden from humanity's prying eyes. The students must navigate
through these treacherous waters, protect their identities, and uncover the truth
behind their own origins.

With clandestine experiments, hidden societies, and a struggle for acceptance,
Franken Sci High immerses readers in a thrilling world that keeps them on the
edge of their seats.

An Unforgettable Journey

Monsters Among Us: Franken Sci High combines elements of science fiction,
fantasy, and suspense to create an irresistible tale for young adult readers.
Through its engagement with supernatural abilities, the story explores themes of
identity, acceptance, and the power of friendship.

So, are you ready to embark on the journey of a lifetime? Open the doors of
Franken Sci High and discover a world where science is nothing like you have
ever known before. Get ready to unleash the monstrous potential within and join
the ranks of the extraordinary at the greatest school for the supernatural.
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The hilarious madness at Franken-Sci High continues in this second book in a
wacky series created with The Jim Henson Company.

Franken-Sci High is the only school in the world for aspiring mad scientists and
it’s located on a craggy island in the Bermuda Triangle, of course! While some
mad scientists are power-hungry maniacs, the school was founded in 1536 as a
refuge for generations of brilliant—and sometimes eccentric—young minds.
Students are encouraged to use their brainpower for good, but the teachers
accept that some kids will want to take over the world…and the school cafeteria.

In the second book in the Franken-Sci High series, Monsters Among Us, Newton
Warp’s friends notice he’s being followed around by a strange new professor, Dr.
Flubitus, but have no idea why. Newton wonders if it has something to do with the
barcode on his foot. He doesn’t have much time to dwell on it, though, because
soon there are reports of a giant monster loose on campus! Shelly assumes a
school for mad scientists would have top-notch security against monsters, nosy
tourists, and other invaders, but soon she and her friends Newton and Theremin
discover a gaping loophole in the system. If a marauding monster can find its way
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to the school’s secret location in the Bermuda Triangle and figure out how to open
a portal to the campus, anyone else could get in, too! Then Shelly finds out she
might be the reason the monster is there in the first place…

TM & © 2019 The Jim Henson Company
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